Worksheet for ‘Introducing Pitch’ Key Stage 2
Hint: All the answers are in the film
Re arrange these instruments in an order with the smallest first and the biggest

1 trumpet.
2 piccolo flute
3 cello
4 double bass
5 violin

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Draw a tuba in this box (there is a tuba in the film)

Q
Name three other uses for the word pitch that are nothing to do with music
1
2
3

Q
Which of these sentences is completely wrong?
1. everyone uses high and low notes when they speak
2. Children have high voices
3. The smaller the instrument the lower the notes it can play
The answer is number………………………………

Write an acrostic poem for PITCH. (the first letter of each line makes up a word)
Here is an example:

Perfectly performing on
Instruments big and small
Trying hard to get it right
Children blow, strum and pluck
High notes and low, with a bit of luck!
Q
Fill in the missing lettersfor the name of a group of instruments all playing together in a
concert hall?

O _ C H _ S_ _ A

Q
In the film you see a picture of a group of musicians
What is the job of the man standing at the front without an instrument?
Is he…
A the cleaner
B the coach driver
C the conductor
D a teacher
The Answer is …………………..

Q
You are employed to write for the local paper and last night you had to go to a concert to
hear an orchestra perform. It was the best concert you have ever heard. Write 3 sentences
about your experience and you must include these words.

Orchestra……… high notes……low notes…..magnificent…..

Example:
Last night I had the pleasure of going to a concert in the town hall. The orchestra were from
Canterbury and I was lucky to be given a ticket because they were magnificent. They played
high notes and low notes on all sorts of instruments from the piccolo to the double bass.

Now write your three sentences

1.

2.

3.

Well done you have completed the worksheet for PITCH. Hooray!

